
Always ensure you can see your baby’s face 
& you can easily kiss their head.

Continue wrapping 

the Inoshi as per carry 

instructions, making 

sure the Rollie stays 

rolled within the Inoshi.

6.

...until it rests in 

the nape of your 

baby’s neck.

5.

Maintain fi rmness 

in the Inoshi fabric 

and roll down the 

Rollie...

4.

Once your baby is in 

the Inoshi, keep tension 

on the tails and secure 

them between your legs.

Tug the Rollie/Snap-It up 

and fi rm over your baby.

3.

Snap the Rollie onto 

the Snap-It (the web-

bing/snaps on the 

top rail of the Inoshi).

2.

Attach the Rollie 

either before wrap-

ping the Inoshi onto 

yourself, or at the 

beginning of Step 3 

“Tucking in Baby”.

1.

HOW TO ATTACH & USE THE ROLLIE

The Inoshi Rollie provides:
• The ability to easily adjust the height of the body of the Inoshi to suit your baby

• Extra upper torso, neck and head support for young babies (0 - 5 months)

• A comfortable pillowed neck support for your baby - particularly when they are sleeping

The Rollie has been designed to be used in Front and Hip carries.  A Rollie should not be needed 

in a Back carry due to your child being big enough to sit independently (see Page 7 in the “Inoshi 

Get Going Guide” for more Back carrying information).  Therefore, the Rollie should not be 

needed to reduce the hight of the Inoshi in a Back carry.

INOSHI ROLLIE

If the Inoshi extends over your 
baby’s head, the height of the 
Inoshi should be shortened.

The Rollie removes looseness 

in the back of the Inoshi by 

reducing the height of the Inoshi 

so it fi ts your baby snugly.  It also 

helps to properly support your 

baby’s back, neck and head.
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